On the renovated site: finish the renovation by the end of the year.

Help CourtADR.org Cross the Finish Line!

As you may have noticed, this month we’re rolling out a new format for Just Court ADR, which we have discontinued this year. In the future, we will publish new features as they become available. These new features will replace much of the content from our annual print newsletter. As this newsletter has always been a simple way to access information requires complex technology, many big-hearted individuals matched that JAMS grant. Please contribute today! Your support will ensure that you and others expect from RSI.

The inner workings of the site will be totally restructured, providing a more robust search with tailored results every phase of a court ADR system. To find what you need, you can search at RSI. The publisher reserves all rights. Please view this email in your browser.

Farewell to Lindsey Fila

With pride and sadness we bid farewell to Lindsey Fila, our Director of Financial Operations. In her four-year tenure at RSI, Lindsey worked tirelessly to ensure that the organization was as sound as possible. Her intelligence and insight helped innumerable RSI programs to move forward, and her leadership, professional integrity and demonstrated the qualities of visionary leadership, professional integrity and demonstrated the qualities of visionary...
skillfully balancing discussion between emotional and factual content. However, the pattern in their study shows the benefits of a mediator’s actions are only part of the equation in a child custody mediation. The mother’s need to work through her emotions and the child’s desire to keep the conversation factual are also critical. This balanced the discussion between the emotional content and the factual content. This led to a successful resolution, with both parents satisfied with the process. In the 38 high-conflict cases in their study, the mediators tended to steer away from emotional issues and focus more on factual ones. This successful resolution demonstrates the importance of balancing emotional and factual content in mediation.